Patient setup

Philips Respironics Sleep Therapy System

Step 1: Humidification

With device turned off, remove and fill chamber with water.

1. (a) Lift humidifier door up until it locks in place. Do not force door higher than the locked position. (b) Grasp front of chamber and slide toward you.
2. (a) Gently push tab located inside round opening on top of chamber; (b) Separate top and bottom of chamber.
3. Fill bottom chamber with distilled water.
4. Observe maximum fill lines located on sides of chamber.
5. Do not overfill.

Reassemble the chamber by placing the hinges on lid over the two tabs on back of chamber. Close lid until it locks in place with an audible click. Insert filled chamber into humidifier.

Humidifier settings

1. When blower is activated, the humidification icon and numerical setting will light up on the device.
2. Turn control wheel to adjust humidifier number to the desired setting (0 thru 5) and press. The settings represent relative humidity levels that will remain consistent throughout the night even if room temperature changes.

Step 2: Activate device

1. Connect power source into power outlet on back of device. Plug power cord into power source and wall outlet.
2. Turn control wheel to Therapy and press to start blower.
3. Screen will automatically change to pressure setting.

Step 3: Set up/change device settings

1. Turn control wheel to Setup and press.
2. A menu of settings with associated options is displayed.
3. Turn control wheel to desired setting and press. The option can now be changed by turning the control wheel, Press again to lock option.
4. Turn control wheel to next setting and repeat previous actions.
5. Turn control wheel to Back and press to exit.

Note: the setup menu on your device may look slightly different depending on the device model you are using.

This menu identifies settings and options available to change. Refer to your user manual for specific information on each.

Step 4: View information

1. Turn control wheel to Info and press. A list of information topics is displayed.
2. Turn control wheel to desired topic and press. A new screen will display specific information. Your homecare provider may want you to read this information to them.

Step 5: Flex settings

1. Turn control wheel to Flex and press.
2. Turn control wheel to Flex demo and press.
3. The blower will automatically activate and provide pressure while you cycle through the three different settings.
4. Press control wheel again and it will lock in setting and blower will shut off.

Note: Flex options may look different depending on the device model you are using.

Step 6: Undocking

Hold entire unit at each end and slide release latch to the right. Refer to step 6 diagram on the reverse side of this setup guide.